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Overview
• NILOA – who we are and what we do
• Curriculum mapping overview – the process
• Institutional Examples

• Why do curriculum mapping?
• What else can be mapped?
• How can this improve student learning?

• Questions

NILOA
NILOA’s mission is to discover and disseminate
effective use of assessment data to strengthen
undergraduate education and support institutions in
their assessment efforts.
● SURVEYS ● WEB SCANS ● CASE STUDIES ● FOCUS GROUPS
● OCCASIONAL PAPERS ● WEBSITE ● RESOURCES ●
NEWSLETTER ● LISTSERV ● PRESENTATIONS ●
TRANSPARENCY FRAMEWORK ● FEATURED WEBSITES ●
ACCREDITATION RESOURCES ● ASSESSMENT EVENT
CALENDAR ● ASSESSMENT NEWS ● MEASURING QUALITY
INVENTORY ● POLICY ANALYSIS ● ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
● DEGREE QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE AND TUNING
www.learningoutcomesassessment.org

www.learningoutcomesassessment.org

http://www.learningoutcomeassessment.org/knowingwhatstudentsknowandcando.html

Curriculum Mapping: The Process
• Focused on curriculum and program learning outcomes
• Two-dimensional matrix representing courses on one axis

and outcomes on the other
• Faculty identify which courses address which learning
outcomes
• Is it an individual process or one of consensus building?
• If two faculty members individually mapped the curriculum

would they end up with the same map?

Examples

Time to Share
• Have you done curriculum mapping?
• What was the process?

• What have you done with the map

since?

Implications
• While seemingly a very straightforward process – identify

learning outcomes and where addressed – there are
many assumptions behind this potentially “simplistic task”
• Do our assumptions about alignment actually hold

between the levels?
• If map to broad outcomes is consistency an issue or
agreement on what the outcomes mean?
• What is standard of alignment – if one paper in one class
enough within a program to say the outcome is addressed
and met? How much is enough? What does it mean to
introduce, reinforce, or meet mastery?

Why do curriculum mapping?
• What are we hoping to achieve through mapping the

curriculum?
• Alignment (within a program, between general education and

institutional goals, etc.)
• Identifying where and how particular outcomes are expected,
explicitly taught for, and assessed (Ewell, 2013)
• Backwards design the curriculum
• Understand the nature and role of course pre-requisites
• Mapping as a lens – it is a way of seeing organizational

structure

Questions CM can answer
• In the key courses, are all outcomes addressed, in a logical
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

order?
Do all the key courses address at least one outcome?
Do multiple offerings of the same course address the same
outcomes, at the same levels?
Do some outcomes get more coverage than others?
Are all outcomes first introduced and then reinforced?
Are students expected to show high levels of learning too
early?
Do students get practice on all the outcomes before being
assessed, e.g., in the capstone?
Do all students, regardless of which electives they choose,
experience a coherent progression and coverage of all
outcomes?
What do your electives, individually and collectively, contribute
to the achievement of your student learning outcomes?

Uses of Curriculum Maps
• Provide an overview of the structure of the curriculum and

•
•
•
•

the contribution of individual courses to the goals of the
program
Identify program strengths - student learning outcomes
that are thoroughly addressed
Help departments identify gaps (learning outcomes that
are addressed by only a few courses)
Suggest whether students take courses in an optimal
sequence
Advising tools that provide students with an overview of
the role of each course in the curriculum and why some
courses should be taken in a particular order.

What else can be mapped?
• Spatial elements: GIS Communication
• Content
• Structure

• Course-taking patterns
• Assignment timing

• Where does learning happen? Does a curriculum map

inherently assume academic affairs at the expense of
student affairs or other institutional elements?
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How can this improve student learning?
• By examining our assumptions:
• How do we think about our students?

• Where do we think learning occurs?
• What is our theory of change?

Causal Statements
• The ability to make causal claims about our impact

on students and their learning
• Institutional structures and support + student =

enhanced learning
• Changes do not necessarily equal improvement

Difficulty of Causal Statements
• Mobility of students
• Untracked changes
• Changes in courses add up to program level change

• Levels at which use occurs
• Longer than a year cycle
• Loosely coupled relationships

• Life

Theories of Change
• Why do we think the changes we make will lead to better

outcomes?
• What is assumed in the changes we select as it relates to
how students understand and navigate higher education?

For instance…
• Coverage and content
• Opportunities and support
• Intentional, coherent, aligned pathways
• Within each of these is the belief about a root cause –

why students were not learning or not meeting the
outcome and the mechanism by which the institution can
help them succeed

The Brian Barton Story
A faculty chair in business examined the results of program outcomes for
learners who completed the program capstone course and found that on one of
the outcomes, learners were performing below what he regarded as the
minimum threshold. Through the curriculum maps and alignments linking
learning activities in individual courses to program outcomes in the capstone, he
was able to identify across the entire program which courses had the strongest
alignment to the outcome in question. From there, he was able to delve deeper
into individual learning activities, to combine that information with additional data
including course evaluations, and from the combined data to make detailed
changes in specific courses and specific learning activities or assignments
within courses. By the time participants in the revised courses and learning
activities completed the capstone course, there was a measurable
improvement in the particular outcome in question. The faculty chair involved in
the process stated, “The concept of having an outcomes-based approach and
having a strong theory of alignment all the way down to individual learning
activities helps facilitate the use of assessment data.”

Reflective Questions to Guide Practice
• What are you trying to map and why?
• Who should be involved in the consensus process?
• Where does learning happen and are we capturing it?

• Are we mapping for reporting purposes or program

improvement?
• What are we not seeing by applying this lens? How might
we be able to capture alternate educational systems
views?
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Thank You!
• Questions?
• Comments?
• Complaints?

njankow2@illinois.edu

